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F;

all seeps in around the edges of long summer days. We feel a tingle on our skin at the slight chill in the
morning air. We savor color changes, as familiar greens are gradually dotted with reds, oranges, and
ellows. Loaves of zucchini bread loaded with walnuts rise from gardens and warm the hearts of friends.
Friday evenings find us huddled in the bleachers, cheering for hometown teams as high school football games
pull communities together. Fleece jackets replace sleeveless tops and sandals begin their annual hibernation
in the backs of closets. Holiday season looms closer on the horizon as our calendars fill with family gatherings.

Educators greet fall with anticipation, anxiety, excitement, and hope. Summer days of gardening, reading,
traveling, and resting leave us feeling rejuvenated and ready to tackle new challenges, enjoy new students,
and introduce new curriculum. As we return to the hustle and bustle of school days, we find ourselves eager
to apply new ideas learned from university courses, workshops, reading, and conversations with other professionals.
Fall is here. We begin again. We enter that uniquely familiar calendar cycle that teases us into believing
September is actually the first month of the year. We take a deep breath, dive into a new year, and realize all
over again why we love this job all over again.
Just like the diverse joys of fall, we have included diverse professional books for you to consider in this column. Tom Suchenek asks us to take some dangerous bites from Unconventions: Attempting the Art of Craft
and the Craft of Art to improve our own writing and thereby our understanding of how to teach writing. Jolene
Hetherington shares Comprehending Math: Adapting Reading Strategies to Teach Mathematics, K-6, as a book
to help elementary teachers see many ways in which reading strategies can enhance mathematics instruction.
Julie Anderson found a systematic way to motivate reluctant readers in Readers for Life: The Ultimate Reading Fitness Guide, K-8. Tim Fox reminisces and suggests that Learning Under the Influence of Language and
Literature will develop a love of literacy in their classrooms.
-N. Suzanne Standerford

Brassell, Danny. (2006). Readers for Life: The Ultimate Reading Fitness Guide, K-8. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 102 pp. ISBN- 13: 978-0-325-00894-3. $15.00.
BY JULIE .ANDERSON

Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body.
-Joseph Addison (Introduction, p. xiii)
Inspiring students to develop a lifelong love for reading is every teacher's dream. At times this is easy
and students are drawn into a good book shared by
a teacher who loves to read. Sometimes, however, it
is not easy to reach the reluctant reader who would
rather do anything than read books. Danny Brassell
has created a six-block program to help hook reluctant readers into reading for pleasure. In Readers
for Life: The Ultimate Fitness Guide, K-8, Brassell
equates reading with exercise. Using this analogy,
he points out that reading needs to be an enjoyable
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activity for students, especially those students we
consider to be reluctant readers.
Brassell writes from personal experience. As a child,
he was a reluctant reader. Although his father was a
librarian and an avid reader, Brassell did everything
he could to stay away from books. In fact, he did
not find his love for reading until he was a junior in
college studying abroad in Spain. Since then he has
spent countless hours motivating young students to
read for pleasure.
In Readers for Life Brassell identifies six blocks
needed to motivate reluctant readers to read for
pleasure. Motivation is crucial, and in the first six
chapters Brassell discusses the need for encouraging
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and motivating students to read for pleasure. One
major concept focuses on surrounding students with
a variety of interesting reading material, and Brassell provides readers with strategies for obtaining
books to stock classroom libraries and also presents
a variety of ideas to create a cozy, inviting library.
Having many books and providing an inviting context for reading are crucial in motivating students to
read for pleasure. He advises teachers to think about
sights, tastes, smells, sounds, and the feel they get
at their favorite bookstores to guide the creation of
classroom reading areas.
The six-block strategy Brassell defines in Readers for
Life requires about one hour per week. The goal is to
encourage reluctant readers to read more for pleasure. The strategy requires the use of well-trained
volunteers, and Brassell includes tips for recruiting
volunteers. However, he does not go into great detail
on the training of volunteers. The six-block strategy
is a one-on-one approach for motivating students to
read. It includes the following components, each of
which is set up for a 10 minute block of time: talk,

book talk, picture read, read aloud, partner read, and
writing and games.
Not only does Brassell provide readers with detailed
instructions in each of the chapters dedicated to
each aspect of the six-block strategy, he also includes
an appendix with frequently asked questions and a
short guide or summary of each of the six blocks. He
also encourages readers to take bits and pieces of the
strategy and adapt it to meet their needs.
Teachers who read Readers for Life, an easy-to-follow guide for creating lifelong readers, gain a sense
of the importance of reading for pleasure and some
specific techniques to motivate students to do so.
The book offers a way to reach each student that
takes only one hour per week. I plan to incorporate
the six-block strategy into my classroom this fall to
reinforce the joy and importance of pleasure reading
in my classroom reading community.

Julie Anderson teaches sixth grade at Gilbert
Elementary School in Gwinn, Michigan.

Hyde, Arthur. (2006). Comprehending Math: Adapting Reading Strategies to Teach Mathematics, K-6. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 200 pp . ISBN: 978-0-325-00949-0/0-325-00949-X. $23.00
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BY JOLENE HETHERINGTON

Reading strategies in math? When that unlikely
pairing caught my eye, I delved into this book looking for the connections. In Comprehending Math, the
connections were apparent from the start. Arthur
Hyde begins by showing how reading and math are
both processes of constructing meaning from language and that thinking is a vital part. From there,
he introduces the concept of ''braiding" mathematics
with language and thinking. This braiding is the
most powerful aspect of the book.
In each chapter, Hyde briefly introduces one reading strategy and its application in the classroom.
He then relates each strategy to mathematics and
includes background research and extension ideas.
He devotes a chapter to using each of the following
strategies: visualizing, asking questions, inferring,
predicting, making connections, determining importance, and synthesizing. To help teachers implement
each strategy in their classrooms, he provides several examples of how it has been used successfully
with students. For example, in "Asking Questions,"
the KWL chart, a common reading comprehension
instructional strategy, turns into the KWC chart (p.
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K: What do I know for sure?
W: What do I want to do, figure out, or find out?
C: Are there any special conditions, rules, or
tricks I have to watch out for?
Any student familiar with the KWL can adapt to the
KWC when solving mathematical problems. KWC is
an excellent example of how Hyde braids a process
for reading into mathematical processes.
Students often ask, "When am I going to use this?"
when studying math. The chapter "Making Connections" will help teachers answer this question with
ways to contextualize problem-solving. Likewise, in
a chapter on visualization, Hyde provides concrete
ways of making mathematical concepts, such as multiplication and geometry, clear. Inferring, synthesizing, and determining importance are illustrated with
examples in the same way. I also love the classroom
vignettes Hyde uses to explain and demonstrate
how to use the strategy in great detail. The different
examples span across the K-6 curriculum. He also
explains how to adapt lessons to different grade
levels.
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In the introduction's first line, the author states, "If
you have learned ways to help kids to think effectively and understand ideas in reading and language,
use them in math and you won't be disappointed"
(p. 1). Hyde successfully presents his ideas, making
this book an excellent addition to your professional

collection, especially if you feel comfortable with
reading, but not with math. But be careful; your idea
of teaching math may change.

Jolene Hetherington teaches 4 th grade at Central Elementary in Munising, MI.

Laminack, Lester & Wadwsorth, Reba. (2006). Learning Under the Influence of Language and Literature:
Making the Most of Read-Alouds Across the Day. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 256 pp. ISBN 978-

0-325-00822-6 I 0-325-00822-1. $25.00.
BY TIM

Fox

I am 8 years old and lying on my grandmother's
country carpet on a searing summer evening. The
avocado shag is musty, but soothingly familiar. A
rhythmic hum of crickets filters through the screened
porch and mingles with one of the finest sounds in
the world, my grandmother's musical voice. I close
my eyes as she expertly recites tales of tragedy and
triumph. She skillfully narrates classic tales (albeit
slightly modified) and fabricates fresh fables with
ease; they are equally enthralling. Without intending
to, she has instilled in me a love oflanguage and
storytelling that will be cultivated over the course of
a lifetime.
Laminack and Wadsworth recount similar tales
in Learning Under the Influence of Language and
Literature. As I took in their early reminiscences of
falling in love with the written word, my own early
reading memories were resurrected. Consequently,
my thoughts turned to my students. Am I doing
enough to encourage their lives as readers?
I had the privilege of hearing Laminack speak
recently during a reading conference at Columbia
University. He spoke of the importance of fostering
lifelong reading in the classroom and focusing on
more than just the words. At one point he shared,
"Reading is not about getting the words right. It's
about being moved to action; it's about changing the
being you are." He went on to challenge, ''What are
we doing to get [children] to fall in love with words
and reading?" (Laminack, 2007)

Learning Under the Influence of Language and
Literature not only makes a solid argument for daily
reading of excellent literature in the classroom but
also for doing so early and often. "Across the day and
through the curriculum" (p. xvii) in fact, is the proposition they make: six distinct times to accomplish six
distinct goals throughout the day to be precise. Each
chapter of the book focuses on one of these objectives.
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The prescribed six-step program includes: building
community by making a read aloud the first thing
you do each morning; putting language in the air
by immersing students in a rich variety of writing;
exploring poetry each day; supporting the writing
workshop by reading an assortment of good writing;
reading content-specific literature during additional
curriculum instruction to enhance vocabulary and
support texts; and wrapping up each day with a
chapter book.
Each of these six segments commences with a clear
purpose followed by a concrete argument as to why it
should be a crucial part of the daily classroom schedule. The authors address potential problems, and
thankfully, explore the nuts and bolts of making it
work. In addition, they make the task more achievable by including a comprehensive collection of over
400 book titles. Each of these resources contains
relevant bibliographical information, a synopsis of
the literature, and commentary aimed at achieving
the intended objective. As they tackle the issue of
bullying, for example, they recommend Dog Eared:
Starring Otis by Amanda Harvey (2004), as well
as many other titles. "Want to meet a bully whose
taunts are overcome?" the text suggests. "Invite your
kids to meet Otis with his rather big ears. This one is
delightful and very short, but packed with meaning
that will reassure children who sometimes question
their self-worth when others say hurtful things" (p.
54). You will find many similar types of references
in the book.
As grand as the notion of sharing excellent literature
"across the day and throughout the curriculum" (p.
xvii) sounds, I have to acknowledge that I had initial
reservations. If you are anything like me, you will
quickly become preoccupied with the idea of how to
find the time. Fitting in an additional read aloud, let
alone reading throughout each cram-packed day of
leaving nothing and no one behind, seems a dream.
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However, as I began to envision this dream throughout
the charismatic lens of this text, I found myself thinking,
"Just maybe ... " And, in fact, maybe I can't afford not
to. If I had one wish to make this valuable resource
even better, I would wish that the titles were referenced for target listeners. Some of the resources
make reference to intended audiences, but not all.
Laminack and Wads worth challenge each of us to
consider the type of legacy we leave our students.
They pose the following questions, "Will the sounds
oflanguage resonate long after they leave you? Will
artful language find its way to the voices of your
students' spoken words and written works? Will your
voice echo in their ears when they open a book and
read it cold?"(p. xvi). As we labor in the trenches
each day to meet each child's needs, Learning Under

the Influence of Language and Literature implores
us to remember this challenge. Reminisce with these
experienced teachers of reading to summon up the
genesis of your life as a reader ... then come back to
the classroom and use this valuable resource to bring
the music and magic of the well-written word "across
the day and throughout the curriculum" (p. xvii) to
meet your objectives in a fresh and creative way.

References
Harvey, Amanda. (2004). Dog-eared: Starring Otis.
Dragonfly Books.
Laminack, Lester (Personal Communication July 6,
2007).

Tim Fox teaches kindergarten at Superior
Hills Elementary School in Marquette, MI.

Martone, Michael. (2005). Unconventions: Attempting the Art of Craft and the Craft of Art. Athens, Georgia:
The University of Georgia Press. 208 pp. ISBN 0-82032-779-4; $19.95;
BY THOMAS

P.

SUCHENEK

WARNING! The use of Unconventions will not
magically improve your students' writing ability. It
will not give you valuable exercises to try with your
class. Unconventions will, however, make you laugh
and may improve your writing without you knowing
it through Martone's unique ability to focus on what
is important in writing.
I first encountered Michael Martone in a two-credit
visiting writer's class at Northern Michigan University in the summer of 2002. We were looking for stories in, of all things, paint chip samples Martone had
collected from a local paint store. Stories emerged
from the exotic names of Sands of Time, Hopsack,
and Smokey Topaz as Martone took us through his
unique world of writing inspiration.
While Martone is unconventional in his approach to
writing, he is not a novice. He converses with encyclopedic knowledge about writing and history, before
snapping you back to your own writing. For example,
in his first essay, "Be Seated: Attempting the Craft
of Art and the Art of Craft," Martone takes the
reader on an architectural and stylistic ride through
the Antebellum South, Greek pillars, and the Morris
chair before returning to a store where he purchases
bird houses on each visit.
Surely in all the talking about and thinking done on the art and craft of fiction,
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some of it can be about it by not being
about it. Stories and the writing of them
are the record and residue of the imagination at play. (p. 14)
Thus, Martone tells us that the craft of writing is
akin to putting all the different styles of birdhouses
he purchases out in his backyard. He never knows
what bird will alight on which house and which bird
will sing which song. For Martone, what's important
is to get your story on paper and all the other aspects
of the writing craft will come later-much like the
Greek Pillars, which were pillars first and then later
defined as Greek.
Another route Martone advocates is writing a bad
story.
To ask for the bad in a workshop is a way
to confront what is meant by good. And
shouldn't it be easier to write bad since
we usually are trying so hard to avoid bad
writing as if it is our natural and fallen
state? (p. 16)
So, Martone figures that by writing badly, we will
actually be able to write well. All writers know what
is bad; so if they write badly on purpose, they will
be able to correct those mistakes, and when they are
finished, they will have a story that is written well.
Martone continues in Chapter 17 with the idea that
one can ruin a story with too much polishing. In
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"Ruining a Story" Martone writes, "I would urge you
to resist the impulse in yourself that urges you to get
things perfect. Incorporate the instinct to tinker as
a structure, not as something you employ to get to
an end" (p. 130). Like life, writing isn't perfect, and
what is important is that you write.

Martone is definitely an acquired taste. But do take
your bites. He knows his way around writing and his
flavorful approach will lead you to see writing in a
new light.

Thomas P. Suchenek teaches English at Hancock High School in Hancock, MI.
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